1. READY
Thanks for buying FENCE QSE!
FENCE QSE comes in 2 EZ-Pouches.
Each pouch covers 1000 sq ft.
The pouches are designed to be used individually,
enabling you to clean at your own pace.
Clean your Fence in three easy steps:

1. Ready 2. Clean 3. Rinse.
Unfold for Directions

Choose an Ideal Day
 Temp over 45º
 No rain while applying
 Low or no wind
Get the Gear
 2 gallon pump up sprayer
 5 gallon mixing bucket
 Rubber gloves
 Safety goggles or face shield
Mixing Fence Cleaner QSE
1. Wear gloves, boots, goggles, long
sleeves and long pants
2. Mix in Well Ventilated Area
3. Put 2 gallons of water
into a 5 gallon bucket
4. Open 1 (one) EZ-Pouch,
pour slowly stirring into water
5. Fill with additional 3 gallons
(now you have 5 gallons)
6. Mix until dissolved
7. Fill 2 gallon pump up sprayer

2. CLEAN
Application Strategy
 Work in 20 foot wide sections
 Soak surrounding plants as a precaution both before applying
cleaner and after rinsing
 Over Soaking may waste cleaner,
and result in less coverage
 Do not allow cleaner to come in
contact with paint or rubber

3. RINSE
Rinsing shows the results!
Stains must be rinsed away,
to reveal clean fence underneath!
Rinse to reveal a clean fence
1. Garden hose tight jet stream

or

Pressure washer fan spray tip

(keep pressure under 200psi, if using a

3. Continue down to ground level

3000psi rig, a spray 20in wide is safe)
2. Start from the top and work your
way down
3. Heavy stains will need to have the
jet of water within 6 inches of
the stain to dislodge the stain residue
4. On stubborn stains, wipe with a
soft bristle brush

4. Soak for at least 25 minutes

5. Rinse with a final flood of water.

Apply Fence Cleaner QSE
1. Start at the top of the fence
2. Soak fence to the point where the
cleaner is just about to run

5. Keep fence damp while waiting
(If fence dries, mist it with
water to reactivate cleaner)

(similar to brushes used at a Car Wash)

Rinsing is essential!

Until stains are rinsed away, the
clean fence may remain hidden

6. Cleaner only works when WET

Hints / Tips
 Pump Up garden sprayers allow for a proper mix

It is a violation of Federal law
to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling

 Avoid using hose end sprayers as the cleaner will

Read and follow ALL safety information contained on this label and in the
MSDS. Manufacturer’s warranty is limited to purchase price. No other
guarantee is given or implied. User Assumes all risk.

of cleaner and great control during application

be over diluted and the cleaner could splash you

 Rinse at an Angle to prevent the cleaner from
splashing back on you

Reorder - Questions? - Send a Photo
CleanerToday.com/QR-qse
or
SCAN

Common Sense Cautions

 FENCE QSE will not remove rust or mineral stains
 Avoid getting cleaner on ANYTHING other than the
fence (including painted or rubber surfaces)

 Great for use on VINYL fences too!

CONTAINS
Wetting agents, sodium hydroxide and proprietary surfactant blends.
WARNINGS
Danger! Corrosive, can produce chemical eye and skin burns.
On Skin: Remove contaminated clothing and shoes immediately. Immediately flush with water for 15 minutes
In Eyes:Hold eye open and rinse with water for 15 minutes. Call a poison
control center or doctor for immediately for treatment advice.
IF Swallowed: If swallowed give large amounts of water followed by
citrus juice or diluted vinegar. Call a poison control center or doctor for
immediately for treatment advice.

